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INTRODUCTION

IN THE NAME OF GOD, THE COMPASSIONATE AND THE MERCIFUL

Praise be the Almighty Lord who bestowed His favor upon this unworthy person, so that my long-
cherished dream isfinally realized and I witness the publication of a priceless book on the life of Hazrat
Fatima Ma'suma (may peace be upon her) and her Holy Shrine.

I Have spent my youth in servitude to the Creator of this world, to His Apostle (may God's blessing
be upon him), to the great Imams, and especially the Eighth Imam's exulted sister (may peace be upon
her), whose Holy Shrine has blessed the city of Qum. As the trustee of the Shrine, all this time
I have lived in the hope that one day qualified men of research and scholarship would study the Hazrat 's

Shrine for features and details of its building and architecture, as well as the history of its development
during different epochs, so that the scientific unveiling of many of its as-yet unknown artistic features
would be available for people in this country and abroad.
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I should point out here that in the past a number of scholars have carried out a good deal of
research on the Shrine and have published several splendid books, all of which have been valuable in
their own right and, no doubt, have met the approval of the Hazrat. Nevertheless, two factors neces-
sitated that a more comprehensive book, based on highly advanced research, be published in Persian
as well as other languages.

The first factor is that in recent years important developments in the architectural study of religious
sites and buildings have taken place, raising it to the level of scientific inquiry. Second, over the past
few years. thanks to special concerns of the Shahanshah Aryamehr and the grace of Her Majesty the
Shahbanu, the Shrine of Hazrat Ma'suma has had various repairs, restorations, renovations and other
improvements. all of which have resulted in the present beauty and splendor of the Shrine. It was then
that I wasfortunate enough to come across the valuable work The Holy Shrine ofImam Reza,published
hy Pah/avi University's Asia Institute in response to the special orders of the Shahbanu. It is indeed
work of great value and unique quality, and one who sees it cannot help uttering words of praise.

Seeing this work, I knew immediately what I was looking for. With a resolute mind I set to work.
I had several discussions with H. E. Dr. Farhang Mehr, the renowned and sagacious Chancellor of
Pahlavi University. Fortunately, his response to my inquiries was positive. Thereupon, Dr. Bijan
Saadat, a professor at Pahlavi University and the author of the aforementioned The Holy Shrine of
Imam Reza, who is also a learned scholar and architect interested in national monuments, agreed
to assume the responsibility for preparing The Holy Shrine of Hazrat Ma'suma. Among the important

features of this superb book is that it has been prepared in accordance with new findings in the field
and is accompanied by maps, drawings and other plates that reveal architectural details and nuances
most distinctly. The drawings have been prepared with consummate care and meticulous skill, giving
the reader the opportunity to see different parts of the buildings in vivid perspectives. The reader's
scrutiny isfurther facilitated, his enjoyment further enhanced, by plates showing various artistic features
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of the Shrine, such as mirror-work, tile-work, and other manifestations of inspired craftsmanship.
In conclusion, now that I see my wish realized, I shed tears of happiness for having attained my

goal at the very last stages of my life. The gratitude that I feel is of such intensity that I cannot
convey a small part of it, much less express it totally. And yet I should say a few words. I
beg Almighty God to bestow His blessing on all those who have put their minds and hearts to the
conception and preparation of this eminent work, in particular His Excellency Dr. Farhang Mehr,
the Chancellor of Pahlavi University, and Dr. Bijan Saadat, a member of itsfaculty. May the blessings
of the Lord and the favors of Hazrat Ma'suma be constantly upon them.

'ABD-UL VAHHAB EQBAL
Office of the Trustee

The Holy Shrine of Hazrat Ma'suma,
Qum
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FOREWORD

In the ancient country of Iran (may the Lord perpetuate its long-lived
glory), a great work of art has always been a manifestation of the inner
world of the artist - his faith, spirituality and love for truth. Thus, being
inseparable from life, such works of art have provided a common spiritual
bond between the artists and people. Virtually every corner of this ancient
land is marked by monumental works of inspiration, calling to themselves
enthusiasts of art, lovers of beauty and seekers of truth.

Since people of this country believe that the manifester of supreme beauty,
light, and purity is the Creator, the best of their artistic work evokes divine
beauty, religious beatitude, and universal love.

Characterized with such depth and richness, Iranian art evokes in every
spiritually sensitive connoisseur of art a feeling of awe and admiration.
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admiration for a great culture and people who have immortalized themselves
through their works and have lit, to paraphrase the poet, a fire of love and

faith in their hearts which burns ever more brightly.
Certainly the available research and scholarship is not enough to do

justice to the magnificence of the many masterpieces of art and architecture
in Iran. It is heartening to see, however, that the works of native scholars,
art critics and historians of art are gradually filling some of this acutely
felt vacuum.

As a promotor of such works, Pahlavi University is proud to have re-
sponded to the inspiring directives of His Imperial Majesty Shahanshiih
Aryiimehr, who is also the Honorary President of the University, and to
the unceasing support and encouragement of Her Imperial Majesty the
Shahbiinu of Iran, a most gracious protector of the arts and the artists. Now
that concurrence with the 50th Anniversary of Pahlavi Dynasty adds further
auspiciousness to the event, the present work The Holy Shrine of Harzat
Masuma, is published, which, like its predecessor The Holy Shrine of Imam
Reza, has been prepared in response to the orders of Her Imperial Majesty
the Shahbiinu and is the result of the tireless efforts of my colleague Dr. Bijan
Saadat, a member of the faculty at Pahlavi University's Asia Institute. No
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doubt the recommendation of Mr. Abd ul-Vahhiib Eqbiil, the learned and
pious head of the office of the trustee of the Holy Shrine at Qum has been
a valuable incentive towards the inception and completion of the book.

It is hoped that the series will continue, adding to the valuable collection
of books on the artistic and cultural monuments of Iran.

Dr. Fahrhang Mehr
Chancellor

Pahlavi University
Shiriiz, Iran
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SYSTEM OF TRANSLITERATION

The following system of transliteration which is as close as possible to actual Persian pronounciation
has been applied throughout. However, the traditional spellings have been retained for words such as imam
and mue==in that have become common in English.

ii ,. .UJI kh c: ~ iJ' k ~

b ":- d ..J ?- <.:P g .£
p ~ Z ..J t .1 I J
t -=- r J Z J:, m r
s ~ z .J t n 0

zh • gh t vJ c: .J ,
ch G: s c.r f '-' h Jb

I) c: sh ...r q '-' y, <oj

ii as in roof
o as in code
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Qum: The Early History

On the west of Iran's salt desert Kavir-e Lut is situated the city of Qum, which shines like a
resplendent gem upon the ring of the great desert and which is the place of worship and pilgrimage
for the pious and the faithful. It is in this city that the Holy Shrine of Hazrat Ma'suma (may
peace be upon her), the beloved daughter of Imam Musa b. Ja'far and the sister of Imam Reza
is located, giving the city an aura of sanctity. Therefore, and for the reason that Qum has been the
birthplace and home of many renowned people in the arts, sciences, jurisprudence and Prophetic
Tradition, the city has attracted the attention of all and sundry and distinguished itself as one of
the most significant cities of the country.

What is today called Qum was, according to some historical accounts, a place where "Musa b.
Khazraj Ash'ari had his gardens, house and other property." Qum did not grow in importance
until the time when Hazrat Ma'suma was buried in its soil, bringing to it an ubiquitous spirit of
holiness and glory.

Long before Hazrat Ma'suma would come to Qum and die there, even before she was born,
Imam Ja'far Siideq (the sixth Imam), had made this prophetic statement: "Just as there is the
sanctuary of God, which is Mecca; of the Prophet, which is Medina; of Ali; which is Kufa - so
too there is our sanctuary, and that is the city of Qum. Know ye that it will not be long before
a lady from our descendents, Fatima, will be buried in Qum. Those who would go on pilgrimage
to her tomb will be worthy of paradise."

It should also be added that the caliphs of the Abbasides and the Ommaids had a hostile attitude
toward the family of the Prophet - may God's blessing be upon him - creating an oppressive
atmosphere for these people. As a consequence, they migrated to Iran, where people held high
respect and adoration toward the Prophet's descendents, and settled in such places as Qum. The
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presence of these righteous settlers bestowed upon the city a further dignity and renown. Thus,
even though Qum is adjacent to a desert, short of water and favorable climate, the presence of
saints and spiritually inspired people has been more than a compensation. 1

Opinions vary as to whether Qum is an Islamic city or was built long before, in a pre-Islamic
period. The author of Ganjineh-ye Asar-e Qum ("The Treasury of the Monuments of Qum") holds
the view that Qum is an Is]amic city, first built when 'Arab-e Ash'ari settled there about 94 A.H.2

The opposite view - that Qum dates back to pre-Islamic period - is held by the late Professor
Rashid Yiisami. The evidence Professor Yiisami provides for his contention are several. One of
them has to do with a reference to a pre-Islamic book written in Pah]avi and called Khusro Kura
Zan va Ri=aki ("'Khosro the Son of Gubiid and His Son") in which the city of Qum is mentioned.
According to Saalabi, Khusro says to his serf Rizak, "Tell me, how does Paradise smell?" In reply,
Rizak mentions the different fruits, herbs, beverages and spices belonging to different ]ocalities,
among them "saffron from Qum," which when blended together can produce a fragrance resembling
that of Paradise.

As mentioned before, the author of "The Monuments of Qum" advances the theory that Qum
is an Islamic city. He takes a critical view of Yiisami's writings and calls Hamdolliih Mostofi's
belief that the city was founded by Tahmures Pishdiidi, "a piece of fiction, originating from ancient
tales, without historical foundation." The author's own viewsare quite lengthy and can be summariz-
ed as follows:

Qum did not start as an independant city until ]89 A.H., during the reign of the Caliph Harun
al-Rashid, when it was separated from Isfahan; and even then it was called Baravestan, whose rural
district was Kumidan, and the center of the latter was called Kum. It was some one hundred years
later that Kum was changed to Qum.

From these and other accounts, including those gathered in the scholar]y book Tarikh-e
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Mazhabi-ye Qum ("The Religious History of Qum") one can safely conclude that Qum (called
Kum) existed in the pre-Islamic period' which later was, for some reasons, destroyed4; then, about
the year 94 A.H., the Arab 'Asha'ris built a new city next to the old one.

Qum: Change and Development

The founders of the present city of Qum, the Ash'aris, belonged to a Yemen tribe that adopted
Islam at the time of the Prophet Mohammad and attained high offices. The story of their migration
to Qum has been related by Mr. Mohammad Taqi Bayk Arbiib, the author of Tarikh-e Dar-a/
Iman-e Qum, as follows:

Being Shi'ite Muslims, the Ash'ari family, who resided in Kufa, were in opposition to the
Ommaids. The most celebrated of the Asha'ris, Ahwas, was put in prison by Hojjiij b. Saqafi, who
held him in captivity for four years. Finally Hojjiij set him free. But soon he regretted his action
and wanted to arrest Ahwas Asha'ri again. However, the latter gathered his family and possessions
and fled to Basra, thence to Qum. Shortly after this, Ahwas' brother 'Abdulliih sold his property
and joined other Ash'aris in Qum with fifty thousand dinars in possession.

In a short time Qum started to develop through the efforts of the Asha'ris, and became a semi-
independent city. From the beginning of the Abbiiside period to the end of Hiirun al-Rashid's
reign, they kept their governmental independence and did not pay any taxes. The city grew to be
a center of scholars and the friends and descendents of the Imams, particulary Imam Kilzem, and
a. territory of opposition against the caliphs. Faced with such sentiments, the Caliph Harun al-
Rashid dediced to punish the inhabitants of Qum. He ordered the governor of Isfahan to collect
fifty-odd years in back taxes from the city. To do so the governor of Isfahan appointed his brother
'Abdullilh as his representative in Qum. The latter set about harassing and persecuting people
until they captured 'Abdullilh and put him to death.
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Finally Harun consented to the separation of Qum from Isfahan. Thus, as an officially in-
dependent city, Qum developed and prospered even further. During the reign of the Saljuqids,
new mosques, minerets and schools were built, the dome of the Shrine of Hazrat Ma'suma was
rebuilt. and the population of the city increased rapidly. But, alas, with the invasions of the Monguls,
Qum like many other Iranian cities, suffered immeasurably; buildings were destroyed, and people
died in a horrible massacre. Those who survived settled on the banks of the River by the Shrine
and built a city which we see today. In fact, whenever the name Qum is mentioned prior to the
seventh century A.H., one means the Islamic city Baravestan; thereaft~r the city next to Astaneh
is meant.

Following the Mongol invasion, Sultan Mohammad Khoda Bandeh, who was a highly devout
and rightous ruler, took action to repair the Holy Shrine and was responsible for other restorative
works in the city. But in no time, there came another destroyer of cities and souls. Tamerlane invaded
Qum. and since people blockaded the city to his soldiers, he ordered the destruction of the fortifi-
cations and the massacre of people. The city's blockade does not seem to have been completely
restored until the time of Fath 'Ali Shah Qajar.

It was during the Safavid Dynasty that Qum enjoyed a comprehensive repair and development.
The Holy Shrine of Hazrat Ma'suma was repaired; new monuments were built, and the economy
of the city flourished greatly. The number of the houses of Qum at this time has been reported by
European tourists to be in the vicinity of twelve thousand.

The Afghan invasion was a third major destructive force that undid much of what the Safavid
kings had done to the city and towards the prosperity of its people. The Afghan soldi:rs destroyed
religious and scientific works and plundered. anything of value in the Holy Shrine. They went as
far as mutilating the jewel-studded engravings of the box on Shah 'Abbas's grave. Nader Shah
Afshar added to the destruction of the city and the suffering of its citizens, some of whom he ordered
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killed. Finally, the Qajar king Agha Mohammad Khan entered the city with a strategic ruse and
caused so much trouble and torment for people that a contemporary poet had these lines to say
about the prevailing conditions:

Qum is close to gham (grief), gham to Qum.
How sad to be an inhabitant of Qum!
Informed of the situation, Fath 'Ali Qajar took it upon himself to save the people of Qum from

desolation. During his entire reign he tried hard to repair the city, including the Holy Shrine. But,
Agha Mohammad Khan had wrought such chaos and destruction that, according to the poet again,

Not even a heap of a destroyed house was left.
To be home for a ruins-dwelling ow\.
This desolate condition existed until, during fifty years of the Pahlavi Dynasty, it regained its

prosperity and grew to be one of Iran's major cities. Today Qum has a population of two-hundred
fifty thousand (as against thirty thousand in the Qajar period). It is the intersection of a network
of railroads and highways, which connect it with other major cities of the country. The economic
vitality of Qum, as well as its religious importance as one of the most famous Shi'ite centers, are
two other major factors for its prominence. And when the oil wells at the Alborz district (a few ki-
lometers from the city) start operation again, the importance of Qum as an industrial city will be
much enhanced.

For a long time, Qum has been a haven for the descendents of Imam 'Ali, religious scholars,
scientists and men of letters. Their presence in Qum has made it an ever-expanding center for religious
studies, and today there are eminent teachers of theology, law, jurisprudence and philosophy,
teaching in the city's many schools.

In his book 'Alnaqs, Shaykh 'Abd-ul Jalil Razi gives this vivid picture of Qum and its religious
life: "In Qum there are numerous mosques, skilled Koran reciters, eminent exegesists, philologists,
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poets, theologists, metaphysians, worshippers, ascetics, pilgrims, those who fast for three months
at a time, and those who have descended form the Prophet and the Imams. At dawn one hears
sermons and the sound of prayers coming from its many mosques and minarets."

The atmosphere of religious life is further enhanced by the presence of the Holy Shrine of
Hazrat Ma'suma and the whole activity around it.

This is how Hazrat Ma'suma came to Iran and settled in Qum. At the invitation of the Abbaside
Caliph Ma'mun, Imiim 'Ali b. Musa ar-Rezii came from Medina to Iran, followed by some of his
family, friends and disciples. On the year 201 A.H., Hazrat Ma'suma also arrived in Iran to see
her brother. When she got to Siiveh, she became ill and bed-ridden. The citizens ofQum who heard
of the news insisted that the Hazrat bless their city with her presence, and Musii b. Kharzaj, a pro-
minent Shi'ite, invited the Hazrat from Siiveh to Qum and put his living quarters at her disposal.

Musii b. Khazraj's quarters were outside the old city of Qum, as it is usually the practice of
dignitaries and the well-to-do to build their houses and gardens in the suburbs. Hazrat Ma'suma
stayed in Musii b. Hhrazaj's house. Being gravely ill, she passed away seven days later. Following
ritual ablution and shrouding, her remains were buried on the grounds of the Biiboliin Garden,
which was part of Musii b. Kharzaj's property.

Opinions vary as to whether Biiboliin Garden was a private cemetery or a public one. One would
guess with some degree of certainty that it was a private cemetery for the family of Musii b. Kharzaj,
but since he revered Hazrat Ma'suma greatly, he had her sacred remains buried there; and, accord-
ing to several books on the history of Qum, he then bequeathed the cemetery grounds and the
Biiboliin Garden became a public cemetery. (At present it constitutes the court and the ivan of the
Shrine). Soon it became the burying ground for many, including religious luminaries and descendents
of Imams. According to drawings made by the tourist-scholars in the Safavid period, at the time
the holy precincts had thirteen domes. As we shall see later on, in the course of time many changes
took place.
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Previously it was mentioned that the Mongols invaded Qum, destroyed houses and other build-
ings and put innumerable people to death. Faced with such atrocites, the citizens lost their interest
in whatever had remained of the city, and gradually left it to settle in the vicinity of the holy tomb
of Hazrat Ma'suma. In the meantime, as other religious notables were buried in adjacent graves,
people began to build their houses around the sacred tombs. This has been the custom in the entire
country for two main reasons. First, it is an enconomically advantageous practice thanks to the at-
traction of pilgrims and other visitors to holy shrines. Second, it is a common belief of the Shi'ite
Muslims that proximity to holy sites is a means of enjoying the favours and the blessings of the
holy men and women buried therein. For these reasons it did not take long before a whole city
was built around the Shrine of Hazrat Ma'suma.

It should be added here, however, that until fifty years ago the Hazrat's shrine was surrounded
by the cemetery; for reasons of religious belief, people preferred to bury their deceased as close
to the Shrine as possible, and even bodies from other cities were transported to Qum for that reason.
Today the same practice is carried out, but since the old cemetery has been replaced by various
monuments, buildings and facilities, rarely is a body buried in the vicinity of the Shrine, unless
one has a family sepulchre on the precincts.

Among the tombs that are around the Shrine or quite close to it, those of kings and rulers such
as Shah Safi, Shah 'Abbas, Shah Suleyman, Fath 'Ali Shah Qajar; of statesmen such as Mostowfi
al-Mamalek; and of poets such as Parvin E'tesami should be mentioned.

The Buildings of the Holy Shrine

When Hazrat Ma'suma was buried in the Babolan Garden belonging to Miisa b. Khazraj, there
were not ony buildings around the grave. Miisa b. Khazraj had a Canopy erected over the tomb,
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but since it was made of bamboo, it did not take long before the Canopy deteriorated. To replace
it with a more permanent roof, it was Sayyeda Zaynab, the daughter of Miisa b. Mobarqa'i, who
was responsible for the construction of the first dome made of bricks and plaster. Whenever anyone
of the ladies of Musa b. Mabarqa's family died, he was buried under the dome. Thus four graves
were situated under the first dome. Thereupon a second dome was built, near which three more
women were buried, then a third dome with still three more graves. In the year 447 A.H. 'Abel-
Fazl 'Araqi the vazir of Toghral, who was a devout man, had a larger dome made over the three
smaller ones. It looked, from inside and outside, like a turret and measured eleven meters in diameter
(interior) and fourteen meters in height.

With the passage of time the ground of the Babolan cemetary had risen some three meters,
so that the floor of the holy tomb was at a lower level. For this reason the shrine was paved
in such a way that it would stand in a cellar. To prevent any possible damage by the flooding
of the Dry River, Shah Baigum, the daughter of Shah Isma'il had a drainage installed. After some
time. unfortunately the drain was obstructed by rubbish and dirt so that other measures had to
be taken later on.

The Holy Tomb

As we mentioned before, 'Abol-Fazl 'Araqi replaced the three domes on the tomb of Hazrat
Ma'suma and other ladies by a single large dome made of bricks and tiles. In the year 925 A.H.
Shah Baigum. the daughter of Shah Isma'il rebuilt the dome into an eight-soffeh edifice. In front
of the monument, furthermore, she built a splendid ivan, flanked by two minarets, which were
beautifully tiled. Over the mausoleum, Shah Baigum had a dome installed, in Shaljami style, which
was later plated with gold. The gold-work, along with other repairs and restorations, were done
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in the reign of Fath 'Ali Shah Qajar, the details of which we shall see later on.
In a brief summary, then, the first cover over the tomb of Hazrat Ma'suma was a bamboo con-

struction, which was replaced by three small domes. The latter in turn were replaced by a large
dome. From then on, until the Safavid Dynasty, no further development seems to have been added
to the holy Shrine, the reason being that the interim period coincided with the invasion of Mongols
and Tamerlane's forces; and history has shown that work on the construction or development
of mosques, mausoleums and other religious buildings is usually done in periods of peace and
security. Then, during the Safavid period a good deal of new work, repair and restoration was
done on the holy shrine, while in the subsequent Afghanid and. Afsharid periods the holy places
in Qum were neglected. Some of the Qajar kings did relatively better in this regard, particularly
in so far as gold work and brickwork of the buildings are concerned. By far the greatest concern
for the repair and reconstruction of religious monuments is shown by the Shahanshah Aryamehr
and the Shahbanu of Iran. In this respect the holy monuments of Qum have received particular
attention, the detail of which will be seen later on.

The Development of the Courts and Buildings of the Holy Shrine

What we see of the various structures of the Holy Shrine today were quite different in the past.
Since in earlier times there were no photographs, maps, sketches or architectural designs of build-
ings, no such descriptions of the Holy Shrine can be found in early books and documents. Therefore
we have to rely solely on hypotheses and speculations.

What is quite certain, however, is the general change and development (from bamboo Structure
to a tripartite dome, to a single dome) of the holy tomb. As we sawin earlier pages, Shah Baigum
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of the Safavid period had the dome renovated, and other kings of that dynasty built courts and
added other constructions and recostructions.

Fortunately, Chardin drew an architectural Sketch of the Holy Shrine at the Safavid period
which has survived.

According to this map the Shrine of Hazrat Ma'suma had four courts, which stood in succession,
each having an entrance onto the other. The entrance to the first court was at the end of what is
today Hazrati Street-Chardin's map, which, furthermore, shows a dome and an ivan. There are
no signs, however, of the present-day twin minarets, indicating the fact that they were later additions.

Chardin's map shows other details, of which these are particularly noteworthy:
The first court had trees and, around it, little windows looking to rooms with arched roofs and

brick walls. In the middle of the third Court there was a large pool, rectangular in shape, with a
tree at each corner.

Structural Changes in the Holy Shrine of Hazrat Ma'suma

According to Chardin's map of the Safavid period, the Holy Shrine of Hazrat Ma'suma had
three rectangular Courts. As can be seen in the drawings of the present set of books, today's Shrine
has two courts ~ atiibaki and 'atiq ~ the third court having been changed in recent years into
a grand mosque, which is roofed and is of splendid craftsmaship, particularly insofar as it's tilework
is concerned.

Before going into detail, it is necessary that we autline here the reasons by which changes and
development occur in holy monuments.

l. Kings, emirs, as well as common people of religious belief have always shown a special reverence
toward sacred monuments, particularly the Shrine of Hazrat Ma'suma in Qum. This they
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have often tried to manifest their reverence and devotion through the construction of build-
ings close to the shrine as well as work on the decoration and restoration of already existing
edifices. Examples of all of these can be seen at the Holy Shrine of Qum.

2. No matter how carefully and solidly the holy monuments are built they are prone to wear and
tear - hence periodic repairs and renovations. Although such works detract from the authenticity
of the monuments, they are nevertheless inevitable.

3. The growth of the ,country's economy, development of public transportation, as well as the
relative affluence of people, have resulted in an ever-increasing number of pilgrims who visit
Qum and the Holy Shrine of Hazrat Ma'suma regularly. Consequently, the need for further
buildings and space to accomodate all these people has been acutely felt. Through the favours
of Shiihanshiih Aryiimehr and aided by the graces of Shahbiinu, measures have been taken to
expand the porches and adjacent mosques, and renovate buildings which were abandoned or
used for storage. Thus the Miiseh Court, which was located on the southern side of the Harem,
was Changed, along with it's relic-room, into a splendid mosque.

4. The increase in the number of pilgrims has necessitated a variety of hygenic measures. In the
past the floors of the buildings were covered with rugs, which soon gathered dirt and dust,
became difficult to clean, and somewhat of a health hazard. Consequently, the floors were paved
with marbles and the rugs were removed.

Similar decorative changes and replacements have been made, which, while being of dubious
advisability from an archeological point of view, seem to be necessary on practical grounds.
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Description of the Buildings of the Holy Shrine

Originally the holy shrine in Qum had three Courts, namely, 'Atiq, Atabaki and Milzeh. The
last one does nof exist any more. The description of the two others follows.

Sahn-e 'Atiq or the Old Court

According to research fendings, the Old Court, in the Safarid period, was in the shape of a
rectangle. There were three ivans on it's northern and southern sides, while the eastern and western
sides consisted of simple walls. Today, however, the old Court is rectangular. The change dates
back to the reign of Fath 'Ali Shah Qajar. Sixteen tombs belonging to Kings and dignitaries sur-
round this Court, while the Library and the Guest House (Mehmansadi) of the Shrine are located
on two northern sides of the rectangle. The Old Court is connected to the' Atabaki or New Court
by means of a passageway; a second passageway links it to the Great Mosque; and the northern
ivan serves as still another passageway to the famous shool, Madraseh-ye Fayziyyeh.

The Golden Ivan (Ivan-e tala'i) belongs to this court and has on both sides two other ivans
of the Safavid period, remarkable for their fine tile-work. The tiles are of a blue background, and
exhibit the artistry of the Safavid tile-workers at their very best.

The northern and southern ivans of the Old Court were built by orders of Shah Baigum (925
A.H.), while the eastern and western ivans belong to 1245., in the reign of Fath 'Ali Shah Qajar.

All around the Old Court are built hojrehs (cells); those on the eastern and western sides have
beautiful porticoes, Covered with exquisite plaster finish. The parts between the porticoes have
been worked in stone ezareh (the "Skirting" part of a wall made of different material) and tile-
work with gereh designs.
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On an upper skirting, there is an inscription, belonging to the year 1334, in white sols script
on azure background. The inscription Consists of fourteen lines of verse which carry relevant data
on the edifice.

The most important ivan of the Old Court is the Golden Ivan, which leads to the Harem (tomb
chamber) and which is a splendid work of gilding and tile-work. The Golden Ivan was built in 925
by the order of Shah Baigum, the daughter of Shah Isma'il. In most likelihood it was built at the
same time as the dome and the twin minarets. The minarets, however, had undergone damage
and were therefore rebuilt in 1198 by Lotf 'Ali Khan, the son of Jafar Khan.

Thus it can be stated that the minarets which flank the gold plated Ivan belong originally to the
time of Shah Baigum, even though they were rebuilt at a later date and their tops were gilded. I

The Golden Ivan is 9 meters deep, six meters wide, and 14.80 meters high. The ezareh is made
of glazed tiles and is 1.80 meters high. A girdling inscription (Katibe-ye Kamar bandi), worked in
fine mosaic tiles, is topped by another inscription in the sols script, containing the name Shah Isma'il.

Above the inscriptions the ceiling is decorated with gilded bricks and the name of the Shah's
mother is inscribed in the nastaliq script.

In recent years the two flanks of the ivan have been made sections for the removal of shoes.
Although those areas are constructed with some taste their tilework is not on a par with the distinctive
tileworks of the rest of the ivan. One wishes that some different areas would be assigned for the
purpose of removing shoes.

It should be added that in the Golden Ivan - which is the finest, most unique and the oldest
ivan of the Holy Precincts in Qum - there are a number of inscriptions which are exceedingly
valuable as works of art and as rare examples of superb calligraphy. Therefore a summary discription
of them is in order.
1. The first giroling inscription on mosaic tiles is fourteen meters in length and half a meter wide,
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and belongs to the Fath 'Ali Shiih period. It is inscribed in white sols script on an azure back-
ground and is the work of the famous Qajar period calligrapher Seyyed Razavi. The inscription
contains authentic sayings (hadith) of the Prophet.

2. The second mosaic inscription is of the Shiih Isma'il period. It is sixty centimeters wide and
of similar date as the building of the Ivan.

3. The third inscription is vertical, of Qajar period, dated 1225. It is probably the work of the cal-
ligrapher Nllf-e Isfahiini. Floral patterns and verses from the Koran are other features of this
inscription.

4. The fourth inscription is on the gilded section. It starts with the words Ya Hannan (0 merciful
One), is followed by the name of the Shiih's father and ends with Ya Mannan (0 Beneficient One).
The gilding done on the Golden Ivan indicates exquisite craftmanship. It is the work of the

master goldsmith Mehdi Zargar.
In a section of this ivan there is a small ivan which provides an entrance into the Tomb Chamber

(Haram) and is called Dar al-Hoffiiz. It is three meters deep, four meters long, and one and half
meters wide.

In the middle of this small ivan there is an inscription on precious faience tiles, which is divided
into two halves by the door of the Tomb Chamber. A prophetic hadith, praising the virtues of Hazrat
Ma'suma, is contained in the inscription.

The door which links Dar al-HoJraz to the holy Haram is gold-plated. All four sides of the gold-
plated door are covered by white marble slabs, on which Malek-osho'ara has inscribed a Fath 'Ali
Shiih qasida in gilded script.

Among other details of the Old Court we should mention its measurements: length 35.70 meters;
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width, 34.80 meters. The walls of the Old Court are covered from the ground to a height of one
half meter with stone, the rest with tiled bricks.

On the opposite side of the Golden Ivan there is another ivan measuring 8.75 meters in length
and 2.50 meters in width and 13meters in height. The lower shirting (eziireh) of this ivan is worked
in tiled bricks.

Above the portal of the ivan there is a marble slab on which the details of the bequest (uagf-
niimeh) are carved in the nastalig script. The ivan has a clock on the eastern side and is linked to
Madrasa-ye Fayziyya.

The Old Court is connected to the New Court or Sahne Atiibaki by a passageway extending
from the eastern side of the Old Court. The passageway has three portals. It also provides the
entrance to the Library.

The Old Court houses the mausoleums of Mohammad 'Ali Shiih, Mohammad Shiih, Fath 'Ali
Shiih, Mostofi-al Mamiilek and other historical dignitaries. These mausoleums have remarkable
architectural features and are particularly noteworthy for their mirror-work and stucco-plaster-
ing. In this respect the mausoleum of Fath 'Ali Shiih is of special importance.

Sahn-e Atabiki or the New Court

Sahn-e Alabiiki or the New Court is one of the finest structures in the Holy Shrine. It was built
as a rectangle, but today it has lost some of its original shape due to a recessing on the eastern
side which has caused protrusions on the two angles. The eastern and western sides measure 76.6
meters each, and the northern and southern sides are 46.8 meters long. The four peripheral sides
are 3.2 meters each.
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The New Court has four ivans and is one of the architectural masterpieces of Iran. The four
ivans provide entrances to the court and are located on the east, west, north and south. Around
the court there are thirtyone cells and small ivans; the latter measure three meters by two meters
each.

The arches of the eight small ivans are supported by a pair of pillars and a pair of half-pillars
made of black stone.

The l.'=tireh or skirting of the New Court is uniformally constructed in stone. The floor of the
court is also paved with stone, in the middle of which stands a large pool which, having been damaged
in the course of long use, was rebuilt in the Imperial year 2535 (1976-1977).

The entire facade of this beautiful and spacious court is decorated with tiles. On its upper ezareh
is seen an inscription on faience tiles, measuring 258.8 meters in length. The half-lines (mesra')
of the verse are inscribed alternately in white and yellow. The calligraphy, in the mastalig script,
is the work of Mirza Aga Tabrizi; the poetry is by Mirza Fath-Allak Kashani (nom de plume, Shay-
btllli). One verse carries the final rhymes ending in n, the other in r.

The New Court was built by order of Mirza 'Ali Asghar Atabak Amin-os-Soltan. The credit
of its architectural work goes to the Master Hassan Memar Qumi, while the tilework and masonry
were carried out by the Master Mahommad Baqer Qumi, Haj Gholam 'Ali and the Master Mo-
hammad Shirazi.

The Mirror Ivan (Ivan-e A'ineh).

The New Court has a number of magnificent ivans. A good deal of fine craftsmanship and
dedicated work have been put into the construction of these ivans, a testimony to the devotedness
of the artists involved to the memory of Hazrat Fatima Ma'suma.
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The Mirror Ivan, consisting of the grand hall (Tatar-e sarasari) and a pair of two-storied smaller
halls as well as the tall, beautifully decorated minarets, constitute a truly magnificent architectural
ensemble and another credit to the artistry of the Master Hassan Memar Qumi.

The Mirror Ivan is 9 meters deep, 14.80 meters high and 7.87 meters wide. The ezareh, 1.20
meters high, is worked in marble. The ezareh of the fa9ade, with fine carvings on it, is an example
of the unique art of stonecutting.

The Mirror Hall is also noteworthy for its mirror-work. It is linked to the front hall and is
supported by four stone pillars with spiral decorations. The four columns measure ten meters each
and as examples of the fine art of stonecutting deserve attention.

On the two sides of the Hall and the Mirror Ivan stand two small ivans, flanked by two short
solid minarets, which make a striking contrast with the two tall minarets. The shoe-removal sections
for men and women are located at the lower levels of the two small ivans; thus in order to get
to the Hall, the visitors have to climb four steps. The fa9ade of the ivan is decorated with hewed
stone. The upper ezareh consist of arches, worked in stone, carrying fine reliefs.

The lower covering of the grand hall and four smaller halls is worked in wooden inlaid frames
decorated with colorful designs and mirror-work. The mirrors installed in the ivan have in recent
years been repaired, rebuilt or polished.

East Ivan (In the New Court or Sahn-e Atabaki)

Facing the Mirror Ivan - which a golden door connects to the Tomb Chamber (Haram) -
another ivan is installed, which is a masterpiece of tile-work and a fine example of the decorative
art of pendant moqamas. It is located in the receding section of the Court and is a tribute to the
superb artistry of the Master Mohammad Baqer Qumi. It seems that he built this ivan with the
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idea of emulating the work of the Master Hassan Me'mar, the creator of the Mirror Ivan.
The East Ivan is 7.80 meters deep, 7.50 meters wide and 13.60 meters high. It is decorated with

tiles of gerehi and faience variety, as well as beautiful pendants. It has also two inscriptions, one
a band inscription, the other a shorter one on the frontpiece of the ivan. Its ezareh is worked in
black stone, while the entire fal;ade of the buildings is decorated with the finest tiles of the Qajar
period.

What particularly attracts the attention in the Easr Ivan, is the pendant (aviz-dar) muqarnas-
work of the ceiling in which artistic niceties of great variety are applied. It is structured in several
group of eight rows each and in each design a moqamas of floral medallion (moqarnas-e gol-e
toranji) is worked in faience tiles, upon which the attributes of the Supreme are inscribed.

The ivan includes a soffeh in the shape of a mihrab, which is distinguished for its tilework. Upon
the two side buttresses of the ivan stand two nine-meter minarets. The resulting combination creates
a special effect. On the front, just beneath the edge of the roof, an inscription of faience tile, eight
meters by sixty centimeters, carries verses from the Koran. The calligraphy, in the sols script, is
the work of Rajab 'Ali Mashhadi.

The ivan is topped by a tower, located in the middle of the two minarets. It contains a clock.
The East Ivan provides an entrance to the New Court. The section opening on Hazrati Street

is also decorated with tilework and other embellishments. The exterior ivan is five meters deep,
two meters wide and twelve meters high. An inscription goes across it and has, on azure tile blocks,
verses by Mirza Siideq Parvaneh. The calligraphy is the work of Mirza Aqii Khosh-nevis.

On the exterior front of the East Ivan, below the stone roof-edge, there is another inscription
carrying verses by the poet Seyyed Ghamkhar, in which the date of the construction is worked in.

The ivan leads onto a vestibule (hashti) through the back entrance, then it is linked to the New
Court by means of two passageways.
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The North Ivan

The north Ivan provides still another entrance to the New Court. It is 7 meters deep, 4.40 meters
wide and 12 meters high. Girdling it is an inscription of faience tiles, carrying calligraphy by Rajab
'Ali Mashhadi, in the sols and Kufic scripts of motadakhel intertwined style.

Topped by two minarets and carrying artistic niceties of great variety the North Ivan has a
spectacular view from the court as well as from the outside.

The north fac;ade, seen from Hazrati Street, is in appearance similar to the east fac;ade, with
two differences. First, the north fac;ade lacks the two side soffehs. Second, across the middle of
the ivan there is an inscription of Kheshti tile, carrying lines of verse by the calligrapher Aga Mirza
Khoshnevis tabrizi. On the frontispiece of the ivan there is another inscription of lines of poetry,
decorating the middle of the two minarets.

The South Ivan

The South Ivan opens on Muzeh Street, and is in appearance like the North Ivan, with the
difference that the former is without an inscription and without side soffehs. The South Ivan has
an exceedingly pleasing view from the New Court. It also has a vestibule whose walls and ceiling
are worked in tile. Across its middle there is an inscription of faience tile, in the sols and Kufic scripts
of intertwined style. Across the front of the South Ivan there is another inscription of azure Kheshti
tiles, carrying verses in praise of Naseraddin Shah. The calligraphy, in the nastaliq script, is the
work of Mirza Aqa Tabrizi.

In addition to the above-mentioned ivans, there are a couple of smaller ivans in the New Court,
which, thanks to a number of inscriptions, are worth attention.
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At the two receding corners of the New Court, two minarets are situated. They are perfectly
symmetrical and are decorated with beautiful tile-work.

The Minarets

The holy site of the Shrine of Hazrat Ma'suma is unique among similar religious monuments
for having the greatest number of minarets, big and small alike. In addition to four grand minarets
which flank the Golden Ivan and the Mirror Ivan, there are a number of other minarets topping
the New Court and flanking the smaller ivans of the Mirror Ivan. The latter minarets are solid,
mostly six feet, and covered with glazed tiles. Altogether, the minarets with their varying sizes
add to the beauty of these edifices.

The pair of minarets flanking the Golden Ivan are of the same date of construction as the ivan
itself. Judging from maps dating back to the twelfth century A.H., the two minarets were originally
ivan-chehs (arcades), and, it seems, they were cracked in the middle by earthquake or some other
cause. They were therefore rebuilt in the year 1198 A.H. by order of Loft 'Ali Khan Zand. The
incidence is referred to in a qasida by the celebrated poet Hatef. The entire text of the qasida was
apparently inscribed on the frontispiece of the Golden Ivan. According to the author of Ganjineh-ye
Asar-e Qum. Aqa Mohammad Qajar ordered the inscription removed.

The two minarets existed up to the beginning of Niiser ad-Din Shah Qajar's reign. Then, due
to the fact that they had suffered new damage, the king ordered that, following the gilding of the
Golden Ivan, the two minarets be rebuilt under the supervision of Mohammad Hussain-Khan
Shiihsavand, known as Shahiib-ol-Molk.

The twin minarets measure in height 17.40 meters from the rooftop and 32.20 meters from
the floor of the Old Court. Their circumference is 1.50 meters. Around the neck of each minaret
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is located an inscription consisting of verses from the Holy Koran and measuring 80 centimeters
in width.

The shorter minarets situated at the two receding corners of the Old court are 13.50 meters
in height and three meters in circumference. They are hectagonal in shape, include the section for
the muezzin (mu'azzena), upon which there is another small minaret. A spiral staircase lead to the
muezzin's section. The tilework on these minarets is of fine craftsmanship.

The minarets located at the Mirror Ivan are the biggest at Qum's Holy Pricincts. Each minaret
has two spiral staircases, consisting of eighty steps, which lead to the mu 'azzena.

Each minaret is, from the roof to the top of the minaret, 28 meters high. The circumference
is 3.30 meters. The minarets are built up from the base to the top, in different shapes. A section
comprising three meters from the roof is an octangle; this section is followed by fifty centimeters
of moqarnas, then by one meter of cylindrical shape, followed by 2.50 meters of octangle. Then
it is cylindrical again as far as the balustrade (taromi), followed, before reaching the moqarnas
work, by an inscription measuring 80centimeters, in the Kufic script. The two minarets were originally
constructed by Amin as-SoWin, who also was responsible for the construction of the New Court.
The architect of the minaret was Hassan Me'mar Qumi.

The two minarets flanking the Golden Ivan are shorter than the ones at the Mirror Ivan. Since
the top sections of the former are made of gold, these two minarets are known as Golden Minarets.

Altogether there are twentytwo minarets at the holy precincts of Qum.

Gunbad-e Mutahhar (The Dome of the Holy Tomb)
On broad daylight when the sun shines upon the city of Qum, the eyes of the devotees behold

the shimmering glitter of a magnificent golden dome. At the darkness of the night, the searchlights
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and other lighting give to the dome a special sheen that brightens and warms the hearts of the faith-
ful and uplifts the spirit of the pilgrims.

As we mentioned in earlier sections, the initiator of the construction of the dome over the tomb
of Hazrat Ma'suma was Mir Abu-I-Fazl 'Araqi the vazir of Toghrol. He started the building of
the dome in 447 A.H. and finished it in 457. The dome survived until the reign of Shah Isma'il.
Judging from the sketches drawn by the tourists of the period, 'Araqi's dome was in the shape of
a helmet, with a long neck. It was worked in mu'aqqal tiles, a mixture of bricks and glazed tiles.
In the year 925, thanks to Shah Baygum, the pious daughter of Shah Isma'il, the present dome
was constructed.

The Dome of the Holy Tomb is parabolic. Its base is hectagonal. Each side, 3.80 meters in length,
is distanced from the other by 3.70 meters. The dome is 16 meters high above the roof level. Its cir-
cumference is 28.66 meters in the interior, 35.60 meters in the exterior. Starting from the level of the
roof, the dome is covered with bricks (90 centimeters), followed by one meter of azure tiles. The
latter is in turn followed by four meters of gold ingots. This ends the stem (Siiqeh) of the dome,
following which the decoration is worked in muqarnas; after that, up to the top of the dome, a
simple covering is seen.

On the stem of the dome is situated an inscription, 60 centimeters wide, consisting of lines by
Fath 'Ali Khan Saba. The masonry of the dome is the work of the Master Mohammad Me'mar
Me'miir Qumi. Originally covered with glazed tiles, the dome was furnished with gold during the
reign of Fath 'Ali Shiih. It is said that 12.000 ignots of gold were used for this purpose.

Commemorating the gilding of the dome, the poet Mohammad Siideg Parviineh Kiishi (nom
de plume, Niiteq), has written a qasida which is quite ingenious from the viewpoint of the numerical
arrangement of words, so that every half-line works out to be 1218, the year of the gilding. A portion
of this qasida is inscribed under the eziireh of the Old Court.
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The inscription below the golden moqarnas of the dome carries lines of verse, wnose nastaliq
script is the work of the calligrapher 'Aqa Mohammad Mehdy Malek-al-Ketiib. Separating the
lines there are medallions, on which attributes of the Supreme are inscribed in the sols script of
Seyyed Mohammad Hosseini. I

The inscriptions are usually in the sols and naskh script as these two styles lend themselves
easily to decorative improvisation.

The use of the Kufic script has also been prevalent in the decoration of religious monuments,
and such celebrated calligraphers as 'Ali Reza 'Abbasi, Mohammad Reza Imani and others have
excelled in creating noteworthy inscriptions in mosques and holy shrines.

The nastaliq script is likewise used in the inscription seen in different section of sacred sites.
It is a combination of the naskh and ta'liq scripts.

Invented by Iranians, the nastaliq is a manifestation of artistic taste at its most refined. Calligra-
phy experts consider it the finest among the scripts. The nastaliq script was introduced six hundred
years age. The first manuscript in nastaliq is the Bustan of Sa'di, which the celebrated calligrapher
Mir 'Ali Tabrizi scribed for Amir Timur, circa 779 A.H.

The Holy Haram (The Tomb Chamber)-

The Tomb chamber of Hazrat Ma'surna has an old history. From the beginning the Haram was
built on a strong foundation so that it could support the weighty dome. Undoubtedly the Haram
of Hazrat Ma'suma is the work of Mir Abu-I Fazl 'Araqi, who had the first dome built on it, then
the second dome was erected on the same foundation.

The Tomb Chamber was originally decorated with glazed tiles; from the old decorations
nothing has survived except a girdling inscription on the ezareh and its margin. The reason for
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the paucity of old works is that, in keeping with the taste of the rulers of the period, the tiles
were removed to make room for mirrorworks. This was, certainly, ill advised from the artistic
point of view as tilework is an original Persian art of high order. The latter is by far superior to
the rather shoddy mirrorwork for the decoration of holy edifices.

The base of the dome of the Tomb Chamber is polygonal of irregular sides. The Holy Gri\l
(zarih) is situated in the middle.

With respect to interior decoration, the tomb chamber is an interesting building of artistic
distinction.

Entering the Mirror Ivan by way of the New Court the pilgrims pass through a gold-plated
door, walk across a rectangular chamber and reach the Holy Haram, where they carry out the
ritual of pilgrimage. Those who came by way of the Old Court and the Golden Ivan, enter the Tomb
Chamber after crossing Oih al-Hoffiiz.

Oar al-Holfaz chamber is linked to the tomb chamber by means of a gold-plated door. The
door is 3.20 by 3.08 meters. Its lower section is worked in silver, then gold-plated into various designs.
An inscription consisting of a verse by Oanesh is also noticed.

The author of Asar-e Qum ("Monuments of Qum") gives the following description of the Tomb
Chamber:

The interior decorations of the Haram is varied. Part of it is worked in marble; the tilework
contains faience inscription, while the mirror-work includes girdling inscription in stucco-plastering.

The ceiling of the Tomb Chamber is, on the whole, worked in moqarnas, upon which the glitter-
ing of the lights, day and night, produce a beautiful sight. The mirror-work moqarnas, is the work
of Kaykavus Mirza, done in 1251 A.H. By the two pillars flanking the gold-plated door are two
golden tablets, one meter by one meter, on which, in golden relief, the account of the installation
of the mirror-work by Kaykavus Mirza is inscribed in the nastaliq script.
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The Holy Haram has an eight-sided base. With special harmony it becomes sixteen sided, then
the mirror-work moqarnas start and continues as far as the top of the Tomb Chamber.

The Holy Grill (Zarih)

The original tomb (marqad) was worked in tiles; later a silver covering, plated with gold, was
added. It is a masterpiece of tilework and has inscriptions of extraordinary artistic merit. The
marqad is built with blocks of glazed tile in different shapes. The tiles are rectangular, star-shaped
and hemi-astral, with azure, silver, brown and turquoise backgrounds.

The tiles are the offerings of Amir Muzaffar b. Ahmad b. Isma'il the head of the Al Muzaffar
tribe, to the Holy Shrine. The credit of their artistry goes to Mohammad b. al-Taher Abi ai-Hussain,
who also was responsible for their calligraphy in collaboration with a second calligrapher by the
name of Abu Zayd. The inscriptions on the tomb are in the Kufic and naskh scripts, simple or in
relief. The tiles consist of fifteen pieces, measuring 59 centimeters by 40 centimeters each, on which
five inscriptions, containing verses from the Koran, have been worked.

These tiles are eight hundred years old; even so they have maintained their gloss and sheen,
an indication of the skill put into their workmanship. As a matter of fact the long exposure to
the ritual contact of the pilgrims' hands and clother has further polished and brought out their
sheen.

The Holy Tomb is 2.90 meters long, 1.20 meters wide and 1.20 meters high. Today the tile and
silver grill has hidden it from the sight of the pilgrims.

The gilded silver grill which we see at present was prepared in the year 1368 A.H. by Mr. Mo-
hammad Mehran, the deputy trustee of the shrine.

It should be noted that on the present one an inscription has been added in the sols script and
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gold relief, on the background of which verses from the Koran are included.
Above the Zarih embellishments consisting of seventy two Haves, and, on the background,

enamelled floral designs, have been installed. On the four corners of the grill four latticed lanterns
are situated which are lit at night. The gold plating is an addition of the recent years.

The Building Surrounding the Sanctuary

Eastern Chamber. On the Eastern side of the Haram, and linked to the Mirror Ivan, is situated
a chamber (ravaq), founded by Mirza 'Ali Asghar Atabak in 1300 A.H. The increasing number
of the pilgrims called for the expansion of this chamber; therefore changes were gradually introduc-
ed in the course of time, Thus the guardhouse (Keshik Khaneh) is added to it, and, on the southern
side, following a winding passageway and a portal, the chamber leads to the roofed Tabataba'i
mosque. From another direction it leads to the mausoleum of Shah Safi. The chamber is 23 meters
long, 3 meters wide, and 5 meters high. Its mirror-work and mirror muqarnas decorations are of
distinctive workmanship.

Another development in the espansion of the chamber has to do with the addition of the guard-
house located between the mausoleum of Shah Safi and the Eastern Chamber.

The Western Chamber. The Western Chamber consists of three domes that were built by the
orders of the Prince Taqi Mirza Husam as-Saltana, the son of Fath 'Ali Shah, to replace the guest-
house built during the reign of Shah Tahmasb. Situated on the west of the Haram, the three domes
create a spacious and well-lit spectacle.

The Mausoleum of Shah Salt Originally it was an ivan flanked by two brick minarets. When
Shah Safi died in Damghan (1052 AH.), Shah 'Abbas ordered that his remains be carried to Qum
and buried at the ivan. Over the tomb a dome was built, and a latticed window containing an orb
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(gu) and three portals was installed to separate the tomb from the Haram. Later, however, the
latticed window was removed, and in the court of the mausoleum the tabataba'i Mosque was built.
On Shah Safi's grave lay a precious box, which is now kept at the museum of the Holy Shrine.

The Shiih Safi dome was built during the reign of Shiih Abbas II, under the supervision of
Sulayman Khan. Its base is an irregular hectagon. The ezareh, 1.85 meters high, is covered with
marble, on top of which is an inscription worked in faience tiles. It consists of some of the Prophet's
sayings (hadjth); the calligraphy is by Mohammad Rezii Imami.

The Mausoleum of Shih 'Abbis II

Undoubtably the Mausoleum of Shah 'Abbas II is an artistic and architectural monument of
great merit. Situated on the south-western section of the Haram, it provides the pilgrims with a
breathtaking example oy the work the Safavid artists. The view makes some of the pilgrims stop
for hours and enjoy the splendid workmanship of the monument.

The Dome of Shah 'Abbiis II is a historical monument dating back to the reign ofShiih Sulaymiin.
Its base is a regular polygon of sixteen sides and includes sixteen Soffehs. The dome proper is covered
with carved marble. The carved portions are moulded in gold and lapis lazuli. Each soffeh consists
of six slabs of stone and measures three metres by sixty centimeters. At the corner of each support
stands a beautiful column, two meters of which, extending as far as the arch, are of well-hewn
stones. The bottom of the columns are pot-shaped, tapered, and spiral.

The dome has four doors. The first leads to Tabatabii'i dome; the second to the mausoleum
of Shiih Safi and ladies' hazam; the third to the holy Haram; the fourth to the Western Chamber.

A girdling inscription tops the covering of the Soffehs. Its calligraphy is by the celebrated
Mohammad Rezii Imiimi of the Safavid period. On top of the row of sixteem tiiq-chehs (arcade,
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there is an inscription in the sols script and gold relief, consisting of the Resurrection sura from
the Koran.

The tomb of Shah' Abbas is situated in the middle of the dome. It is without a tablet. However,
lines of poetry have been carved on the stones around the tomb.

The New Bili-sar Mosque

The Bci/d-sar or "overhead" Mosque constitutes the biggest building at the Holy Shrine of
Hazrat Ma'suma. During the Safavid period it was 35 meters by 6 meters. As time passed gradual
changes were introduced. In 1338 plans were made to expand the mosque, and the lot next to its
western side was purchased. Today, the mosque is a roofed building of great beauty and spacious-
ness. It measures 48 meters by 14 meters, and is without any columns.

The mausoleums of Shah Sulayman and Shah Sultan Hussain are located on the southern
section of the mosque, which also houses the remains of Shah Tahmilsb.

The domes of Shah Sulayman and Shah Sultiln Hussain are responsible for the irregularity
of the shape of the Billil-Sar Mosque and have been kept for their importance as historical mo-
numents.

The Billil-sar Mosque has a variety of decorations, including five inscriptions. The latter consist
of quotations from the Holy Koran, except for the fourth inscription which carries these words
inscribed on faience tiles in the nastaliq script: "In the twenty-seventh year of the reign of His
Imperial Majesty Mohammad Reza Shah Pahlavi Shahanshah Aryamehr the construction of this
Mosque was terminated."

The Tabilabi'i Dome. It is a recent addition to the buildings of the Holy Precincts in Qum and
noteworthy for its splendid workmanship, particularly its exquisite tilework as wel1as its interior
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decorations. The Tabiitabii'i dome is located on the southern section of the Holy Haram. Today
it serves as a roofed mosque. Some call it the southern rauvtiq. The credit of the founding of this
great dome goes to the late Hiij Aqii Mohammad Tabiitabii'i.

The base of the Tabiitabii'i Dome is rectangular. However, since four half-arches are installed
on its four corners, it looks octagonal.

A four - panelled gold - plated door connects this dome to the Dome of Shiih Safi. At present
they have converted the museum rooms into a prayer hall for women. A new building is planned
to be constructed for the keeping of the precious objects.

The ceiling of the Tabiitabii'i Mausoleum is noteworthy for its grand structure, tilework and
skylights. It is 'araq-chini (skull-cap) in shape, while the dome looks like china-goblet with floral
designs, placed upside down.

Below the windows that permit daylight, there are two extended inscriptions, and above it is
a simgle extended inscription in the sols script, consisting of quotations from the Koran. They
provide interesting examples of using calligraphy for decorative purposes.

The mihriib of the Dome is another artistic feature of interest, particulary insofar as its faience
tile-work is concerned.

The Mausoleums of Kings and Dignitaries

The Mausoleum of Fath 'Ali Shih. It is located on the northern side of the Old Court and is
the work of Shiih Baigum. During his lifetime, Fath 'Ali Shiih had it repaired and decorated as
his future resting place. The base of the Mausoleum is an irregular octagon. In the year 1280,
Niiser ad-Din Shah changed its mirror-work to plaster decorations. Its "skirting" is of marble.
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The Mausoleum of Mohammed ShBh. It is located on the western side of the Old Court, next
to the door leading to the Bahl-sar Mosque. The interior decorations of this Mausoleum is quite
varied and consists mainly of plaster-work and mirror-work. The marble tablet is a valuable work
of stonecutting.

The Mausoleum of Mahd-e 'Olya. This Mausoleum is situated on the western side, behind the
Mausoleum of Mohammad Shah. It is rectangular and decorated with beautiful plaster-work
in relief.

The Mostowfi Mausoleum. Situated on the northern side of the Old Court, the Mostowfi
Mausoleum was originally constructed by Shah Baigum, later repaired and decorated by orders
of Fath 'Ali Shah Qajar. Its fine plaster-work is the work of Mirza Yusef Khan Mostowfi, the son
of Mostowfi, Sr.

The Mausoleum of Manucbehr Khan Mo'tamad ad-Dowleh. It is located on the western side
of the Old Court. Its architectural style is very similar to that of Mohammad Shah's Mausoleum.
Some fine examples of plaster-work and stonecutting can be seen at this monument.

Other Mausoleums include the resting place of Nezam ad-Dowleh on the eastern wing of the
Golden Ivan the southern side of the Old Court; the Mausoleum of Qahraman Mirza, the son
of 'Abbas Mirza Nayeb as-Saltaneh, on the western porch at Fayziyyeh School; and finally the
Mausoleum of Atabak on the southern corner of the Old Court, among four thick columns, with
a bust of Atabak standing on the tomb-stone.

The Library of the Holy Shrine

The Library of the Holy Precincts at Qum is located on top of the eastern cells of the Old Court.
At present it contains twelve thousand volumes, including some manuscripts. A more spacious
site is planned for the Library of the Holy Shrine.
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Recent Renovations

In recent years measures have been taken by the office of the trustee of the Holy Shrine to expand,
repair and renovate the monuments. Mention should be made of the following:
1. Completion of the building of the BiUa-sar Mosque, including installation of marbles; tile-

work around the Mosque; installation of metallic ceiling and stained glasses; repair of the ceiling;
construction of the mihrab. Tile-work around the Mausoleum of Shah Sultan Hussain. Marble
paving the floor of the Mosque. Sewage and piping. Repair on the Mausoleum of Shah Sultan
Hussain. Paint-work on all doors. Installation of window-panes.

2. Construction of the office of the superintendent at the Holy Haram and an endorsements
branch-office at the Sanctuary Mosque. Installation of metallic doors and window panes, White-
washing and painting. Installation of Koran - stands and niches for antique lamps.

3. Repair on the mirror-work of the Sanctuary chambers. Paintwork around the Haram.
4. Mirror-work on the overhead chamber of the Sanctuary.
S. Repair on the mirror-work of the Mirror Ivan; tile-work on the shoe-removal area around

the Ivan.
6. Repair on the tile-work of the Golden Ivan; installation of the ezareh tiles.
7. Repair on the tile-work of the Old Court; construction of a three-story guest-house on the

upper level of the Old Court; paving of the passageway linking the Old Court to Masjed-e
A'zam. Marble paving of the Sanctuary Mosque.

8. Repair on the New Court pool; establishment of a candle-lighting area.
9. Repair on the tile-work of the New Court well on the north and south fac;ades. Repair on the

small minarets at the New Court, including tile-work. Tile-work on the Old Court; rebuilding
of the four damaged minarets at the Old Court, including tile-work.
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I By virtue of its religious, historical, and urban importance, Qum has been called by such designations as the
City of the Faithful, the Abode of Worshippers, the Home of Knowledge and the like,

, A,H.: in the year of the Heqira, which took place in A.D. 622, the year of the Prophet Mohammad's departure
from Mecca.

I This also seems the best explanation for the word Qum - that is, the arabicization of the Iranian Kum. Other
linguistic theories have been advanced - among them the one that calls attention to the semantic meaning of the word
Qum. in Arabic "the joining of two rivers" - which seems to be, at best, speculative .

• Many Iranian names, as well as remnents of Zaroastrian monuments in the vicinity of the present city,
constitute evidence for this theory.

, According to the author of Rahnema-ye Qum, the gold plating was the work of Kamr;m Mirza .

• The use of naskh and solS scripts for the decoration of religious monuments is a traditional Iranian practice ~
most of all, the frontispieces of ivans, the surrounding walls of holy tombs and chambers, as well as the upper
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ezarehs of mosques are decorated with calligraphic designs. Thus, calligraphy has always served the double purpose
of recording verses from the Koran, the prophetic hadith and the sayings of the Imans on one hand, and decorat-
ing the monuments, on the other. It follows that the collaboration of famous calligraphers with the masters of tile-
work have resulted in some of the most exquisite decoration works seen in religious buildings.

The inscriptions are usually in the solSand naskh scripts as these two styles lend themselves easily to decorative
improvisation.

The use of the Kufic script has also been prevalent in the decoration of religious monuments, and such celebrated
calligraphers as 'Ali Reza 'Abbasi, Mohammad Reza Imani and others have excelled in creating noteworthy inscriptions
in mosques and holy shrines.

The nastaliq script is likewise used in the inscriptions seen in different sections of sacred sites. It is a combi-
nation of the naskh and ta '/jq scripts.

Invented by Iranians, the nastaliq is a manifestation of artistic taste at its most refined. Calligraphy experts con-
sider it the finest among the scripts, The nastaliq script was introduced six hundred years age. The first manuscript
in nastaliq is the Bustan of Sa'di, which the celebrated calligrapher Mir 'Ali Tabrizi scribed for Amir Timur, circa
779 A.H,
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GLOSSARY

Astineh-e, Moqaddasseh-e, Qum: the Holy Shrine of Iman-Zadeh Fatima al Ma'suma. The term refer to the entire
complex of buildings and space comprising the Holy Precincts.

Bagh: Garden.

Oar: abode.

Oar al-Holfiz: "the Abode of Readers".

Ezareh: the "skirting around the lower part of the wall, above the floor."

Gebleh: the faithful must face it at the time of prayer.

Gereb: decorative node.

Gunbad-e Mutahhar: the dome of the Holy Shrine.

Hadith: Prophets saying.

Imam: descendant of Prophet. They have been recognized by the followers of shi'i religion.

Ivan: a large recessed apening in the wall forming a kind of chamber, enclosed on three sides but open to the court.

Kashi: tile-work.

Khiyaban: avenue.

Kisbik-Khaneh: guardhouse.
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Kufic: a type of calligraphy, or script.

Madrasseh: theological college.

Mihrib: a kind of niche in the wall, indicating the direction of the qebleh, wich the faithful must face at the time of
prayer.

Moqa'ar: lypical element of decoration with a single piece kashi.

Muezzin: the person who chants the call to prayer.

Moqamas: decoration worked in stalactit.

Naqqireh-khineh: a place, usually a kind of balcony, from where a drum and other instruments are sounded at
specific times of the day.

Naskh: a type of calligraphy, or script.

Nastaliq: a type of calligraphy, or script.

Qalamkir: hand :printed textiles.

Qasideh or Qasida: a form of poetry usually used for public occasions, in which each couplet ends on the same letter
of the alphabet.

Qobbeh: a small dome.

Ra's: the roof or cupola covering that part of a minaret where the muezzin stands.

Raviq: chamber.

Sahn-e, Aliq: old court.
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Sangib: a small pool, carved out of a single piece of marble.

Sarpftsh: the balcony-like part of the minaret, where the muezzin stands to issue the call to prayer.

Sbabestio: oratory.

Shih-neshio: a royal box, possibly in the form of a niche or raised platform.

Soffeh: a large deep-recessed niche.

Sols: a type of calligraphy or script.

SOra 0 sureh: verse from the Koran.

Tilir: Ceremony chamber.

Timcheh: a saray, or courtyard.

Toraoj: medallion having on it an inscription.

Viii: governor, deputy.

Vazir: minister.

Zarih: the "veil" or grill, usually of steel or wood, placed around the sarcophagus of a religious personage.
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